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D A T E

Message from the Chapter President, Richard Byerly
Dear Fellow Members,
Fall is such a great time of year. The leaves begin to
change, the weather begins to cool, college football is in
full swing, and the health insurance exchange is now
open!!! OK, so that last one may not be so great. It
seems to be changing all of our worlds.
Being self employed has really changed my thinking on
health insurance. I am still covered by my former employer and am thankful for that. However, the time will
soon come when I have to bridge the gap until I join
Medicare. Maybe 2015, maybe 2016, I am not sure, but
the time is coming soon.
So off I go into the government's cyber world called www.healthcare.gov, the
healthcare exchange, a key piece of the Affordable Care Act. It took about 45 minutes
to get an account, sign-in, and get to my goal, the cost. Holy Cow!!! The bronze plan
(the cheapest plan) cost $682 for me and my wife. This is through Blue Cross which is
my only choice. Our deductible is $6000 each. The cost is based on age, gender, and
whether you smoke. Any other pre-existing conditions are irrelevant. Yes this is
changing my world.
It is truly a double-edged sword. With the new rules BCBS now will have to cover
anyone wanting insurance. This could bring a lot of high cost individuals into the
BCBS insurance pool creating more claims and more costs. Good for those who have
not been able to qualify for insurance in the past. Bad for those who currently have
insurance in the form of higher monthly rates. Yes this is changing BCBS's world.
Under these new plans individuals going into the bronze and silver plans will have
high deductibles and co-pays. It will be very important for providers to collect these
payments. But with such high monthly rates, it might be difficult for the average consumer to make these payments. In fact, many will not be able to afford copays or deductibles. Yes this is changing the provider's world.
No one knows how this will all shake out. Only time will tell. One thing is for sure.
The way we did business yesterday is very different from how we will do business tomorrow. Yes, change is in the air.
Richard
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Alabama HFMA 2013
Mobile One Day
Institute
Providence Hospital
DePaul Center
Mobile, Alabama
October 18, 2013

“Can’t wait to
get back to
Mobile for the
2014 Dixie.”
Jay

Mobile One Day Recap
I recently attended the Mobile
One Day Institute in Mobile, Alabama that was held at Providence Hospital. The first session
that day was given by Linda
Fetsch and Karen Suitt of United
Healthcare. Their presentation
was on the Claim Process and
Customer Support within the
UHC website. I enjoyed the fact
that they presented valuable
information to the providers in
attendance that would benefit
them in having less denials and
greater efficiency in the follow up
billing process. The next speaker
was Traci Bishop of Providence
Hospital, and she gave a great
analysis on the background of
ICD-10’s, as well as the impact
that the ICD-10’s will have on the
Revenue Cycle. It is truly amazing
the specificity that ICD-10’s will
bring to the table compared to
ICD-9 codes. Also, her advice of
having staff on hand to handle

this for the first couple of
months will be critical. Doug
Bilbrey, of MedAssist and
Jason Lewis of RevPoint, both
gave demonstrations regarding

the Affordable Care Act and the
potential positive and negative
impact that it will have on
Americans everywhere. I think
the biggest surprise for me was
learning that the ACA’s different plans, in regards to premiums, aren’t so affordable, at
least to my pocketbook. One of
my favorite presentations was
given by Lt. Col. Heather Bland
of the U.S. Air Force on Leadership. I had heard her speak in
Montgomery on Leadership,
and was delighted to hear her
speak on Leadership again.
That is an area we all need to
focus on as much as possible. It
will take great leaders, not only
in our political realm, but also
in our Healthcare realm to
guarantee the best, and most
affordable healthcare to everyone in this country of ours in a
way that will not become a
negative on the consumer or
the providers. Finally, Joan
Ragsdale of Med Management
gave an amazing and very detailed synopsis of new CMS
payment guidelines when it

concerns the Two Midnight
Rule. It is going to take educating our Physicians and becoming more specific in our
documentation that is submitted
in order to obtain the highest
reimbursement from Medicare.
In closing, the food from Roly
Poly and organization that Anna
Arnold along with the staff of
Providence was awesome and I
give them two thumbs up for a
job well done. I am looking forward to seeing everyone again
at the upcoming Dixie Institute
here in Mobile as well as the
next One Day institute, wherever that may be held at in our
great state of Alabama. Take
Care.
Jay H. Lindsey, CRCR
The SSI Group, Inc.
Mobile, AL

Get to know a CFO!
C Susan
Cornejo
Sr VP-CFO
Providence
Health System
and Sacred
Heart Health
System

1. Why did you pursue this profession? My first job in high school was working at a hospital
(Parkview Health System in Ft. Wayne IN)
2. What makes you excited about coming to work? The diversity of the job. No day is
exactly like another.
3. Where are you originally from? Are you married? Do you have kids? Born in Detroit, MI but family moved to Ft. Wayne, IN when I was 2, so Ft. Wayne is “home”. Married with
one step-daughter, Carmen who is 13.
4.

What are some hobbies/activities away from work? Reading, cycling and gardening.

5. Where did you go to high school, college, any other degrees? Northrup High
School—Ft. Wayne, IN Started at Purdue University in West Lafayette working toward a degree in
Metallurgical Engineering but ended up graduating from Indiana University with a Bachelor’s degree
in Accounting. MBA from Indiana Wesleyan University. CPA.

Training Front Line Staff on Marketplace Enrollment
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One month after the launch of the new health insurance marketplaces, front-end revenue cycle staff are coming face to face with consumers seeking information: What are the insurance marketplaces? Who is eligible? How can consumers enroll?

Extend
Education

“There’s a real need for [hospitals] to reach out creatively, help people understand their options
under the insurance marketplaces, and get them enrolled,” Chad Mulvany, HFMA’s director of
healthcare finance policy, strategy, and development, says in an article in the October 2013 issue
of hfm magazine. “Organizations that do not form strategies around helping eligible consumers
access the insurance marketplaces will continue to unnecessarily carry bad debt and charity care
expense for these patients.”
Strategies for Educating the Uninsured

How can hospitals best educate consumers about the insurance marketplaces and support them in enrollment? In this excerpt from “Get Set for the Insurance
Marketplaces” by Karen Wagner, she provides the strategies of several progressive organizations to offer insight.
Focus on training front-line staff. Hospitals in all states should focus on community outreach and on educating their staff as well as
consumers. They should carefully consider which populations they most want to reach and how they can partner with community
organizations, payers, or employers to reach these populations. Training may be structured or informal, depending upon the size of
the organization. Some hospitals may choose to use outside vendors to teach protocols and processes.

“There’s a real
need for

“With education, employees will develop an understanding of the patchwork of options for coverage that are available and will be
able to use this knowledge in supporting uninsured individuals in making choices that best meet their healthcare needs,” says Anne
McLeod, senior vice president of health policy for the California Hospital Association, who initiated the California marketplace guide
project.

hospitals to

Extend education beyond the revenue cycle. At Centra Health in Lynchburg, Va., education is provided not only to financial counselors and registration staff, but also to customer service staff, given that patients could raise questions at various access points. At
some point, education will be extended to nurses and other clinicians as well, says Melissa Viohl, Centra’s director of patient access.

Chad Mulvany

reach out
creatively,”

HFMA

Give consumers onsite tools for access. Centra has placed computer workstations at various patient access points in its hospitals so
consumers can self navigate through information on the health system’s financial policies and the insurance marketplaces and access
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) website for information on Medicaid, Viohl says. This approach will require that registrars in the emergency department and financial counselors be trained on how to use the technology.
Extend education through community outreach. The better educated consumers are about their options under the ACA, the more likely they will be to leave
the ranks of the uninsured. Reach out to community groups, schools, churches, and other organizations to foster greater understanding of the marketplaces
locally.
For example, Henry County Health Center, a 25-bed critical access hospital in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, manages the county’s public health department, which
offers clinics where community members can receive care such as immunizations and health screenings. Public health staff are employed by the health center
and regularly connect with the county’s uninsured population through their work at hospital clinics and within the community. It’s a natural fit for these staff
to become certified application counselors, educating community members on available coverage options under the marketplaces, according to Dave Muhs,
CFO of HCHC. “They already have a built-in relationship with community members to provide the education and support needed,” Muhs says.
More Resources for Marketplace Engagement
Learn more about the business implications of the exchanges for hospitals and health systems in an hfm interview with Jon Kingsdale, PhD, who helped set up
the exchange for the state of Massachusetts. Go to hfma.org, search for “Jon
Kingsdale,” and click on “Benefits and Challenges of the Exchanges.”

Additionally, HFMA recently released best practices for bringing consistency,
clarity, and transparency to patient financial communications. The practices outline steps to help patients understand the cost of services they receive, their
insurance coverage, and their individual responsibility. View the best practices at
hfma.org/communications.
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What’s Happening at the Regional Level?
by Cathy Dougherty, FHFMA, Regional Executive
The end of Summer and the beginning of Fall is always a busy time for HFMA leaders in
Region 5. In addition to Chapter Presidents setting the strategy for their chapters’ path
to success, the Chapter Presidents and President-Elects are also spending a week with
their Region 5 peers.
This “Fall Presidents’ Meeting” is sponsored by the National HFMA in an effort to gain valuable
feedback from the chapters throughout the country. In addition to the chapter leaders, the Regional Executive,
the Regional Executive-Elect (RE in training), a National HFMA representative, and a National Board member attend this event. It is truly a valuable sharing of information between the chapters and the National organization.
The agenda items include: Discussion around the Chapter Balanced Scorecard goals and how each goal services
our members. Recommendations for changes are provided to National HFMA.
Successful practice sharing between the chapters
Successful practice sharing from and to the National representatives
Team building opportunities
Review of the region’s Regional Operating Agreement
Election of the future year’s Regional Executive (In Region 5, we rotate this between chapters.)
Planning and status review of regional initiatives, such as our Regional Webinar Series
In the end, the recommendations from the chapter leaders are taken back to the National Board for review and
consideration for the future. It is truly collaborative!
Region 5, like other regions, has hosted its Fall Presidents’ Meeting for many years using a cruise ship venue. This
type venue fostered engagement and collaboration, as leaders are more disconnected from distractions “at sea.”
However, the HFMA is taking a new approach to this event beginning in 2014. Future meetings will be held in
one location at the same time with all leaders from the 11 regions attending. The meeting agenda will include
formal time set aside for regions to meet as a group for regional business and successful practice sharing. The
agenda will also provide opportunities for attendees to meet as a whole with other chapters and regions. It will
also provide more exposure to more of the National Board members. The 2014 meeting will be held in Chicago,
September 21st through 23rd; however, other venues could be selected for future years. This year’s Region 5
event was a huge success. The Regions business was
taken care of, and life-long friendship were made. Be a
leader in your chapter, so you can be a part!
Back row- Left to right:
Jude Crowell (SC), Billie Jean Mounts
(FL), Greg Taylor (SC), Roxann Arnold
(GA), Paul Bolin (TN), Doc Burchfield
(TN), Susan Cornejo (AL), Richard Byerly
(AL)
Front row – Left to right:
Renee Jordan (FL), Cathy Dougherty (RE),
Kim Shrewsbury (REE), Jane Gray (GA).

Welcome & Thank you

New Members
Tara Green

Michael Wheless

Sr. Software Development Manager

Chairman and CEO

The SSI Group, Inc.

Wheless Partners

Chris Cupit

John (Gene) E. Lee

Sr. Software Development Manager

Revenue Cycle Director

The SSI Group, Inc.

Cullman Regional Medical Center

Kellie C. Mitchell

George Ingram Voltz

Implementation Project Regional
Director

Financial Analyst

The SSI Group, Inc.

Jerry L. Gartman
Director of Implementation Support
and Training
The SSI Group, Inc.

Nancy Sproat

Medical Properties Trust

Scott L. Mckenzie
Financial Analyst
Medical Properties Trust

Katherine E. Henson
Financial Analyst
Medical Properties Trust

Director of Regulatory Affairs
The SSI Group, Inc.

Steven Wodom
Senior Account Executive
The SSI Group, Inc.

Referral Program
$25 Gift Card
Recruit a new member
$50 Gift Card
Recruit a Sr. Financial Director

The 2013 Fall Institute will feature education sessions including:
Healthcare's Social Employee & How Great Companies Make Social Media Work for Their Brand
Healthcare Exchange
Revenue Cycle Panel Discussion
Sustaining a Financially Vibrant Healthcare Organization ACHE Panel Discussion
The Effects of Patient Loyalty in the Revenue Cycle
Reimbursement Update
UAB Case Management & Utilization Review
AP Automation - A Case Study with East Alabama Medical Center
Registration Quality Tools & Payment Estimators Case Study and Lessons Learned
Provider View & Impact on Healthcare Marketplaces
Health Insurance Marketplace Defined
Risks & Impact to Providers
Hospital CFO Round Table Discussion

The 2013 Fall Institute will be held at the Sheraton Birmingham Hotel.
Click HERE to make your reservations today!
Questions about registration?
Samantha Gentry, 2013-2014 Registration Chair
E-mail: sgentry@medcoservices.com
Questions about sponsorships or exhibiting?
Anna Arnold, 2013-2014 Sponsorship Chair
E-mail: anna.arnold@arserv.com
Questions about speakers?
Karen Dillard, 2013-2014 Education Chair
E-mail: kdillard@healthcarepayment.com

Alabama, Here
We Come!!!
The 2014 HFMA Dixie Institute will be hosted
by the your Alabama HFMA Chapter and will
take place on February 24-28, 2014 at the
Renaissance Mobile Riverview Plaza hotel. The Dixie Institute is designed to support
HFMA's commitment of providing programs
that enhance the growth and development
of its members. This conference, which hosts
5 regions, provides the best value and attendee experience for providers and business partners in the regional area.
We have secured rooms at the Renaissance Mobile Riverview Plaza hotel, located right in the heart of the Mardi
Gras parade route, at a low rate of $179 per night. If you want to ensure that Platinum Sponsors - SOLD OUT
your room is in the host hotel, we recommend that you BOOK EARLY!!!
Thank you: AppRev; Capio and SSI
Hotel block is open. (251) 438-4000

Sponsorship Opportunities

Gold Sponsors - Only 1 spot remains:
MedAssist, PatientMatters LLC, Bank
of America ML, Inworks
Silver Sponsors - Only 1 spot remains:

We want your company at Dixie? We have already had a great response Xtend Healthcare, Executive Health
Resources, EnableComp, Relay Health,
to our 2014 Dixie. Limited opportunities remain at key levels. Secure
Hollis Cobb, AccuReg, Greenway,
your company's spot today!
If your organization is looking for an opportunity to be in front of providers from Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina and Tennessee, then
Dixie 2014 is the place to be. Promoting your business at this conference will insure your place in the minds of providers who are challenged
to deliver great value. Don't miss this chance to build your brand and
relationship with these decision makers.

VisiQuate, Professional Finance
Company
Bronze Sponsors & Exhibitors
limited spaces remain
Premium/Promotional Items Available
Please contact Beth Witten
blueturtlebeth@gmail.com for a complete

Attendee Registration will open soon.

list of all the sponsorship and exhibit op-

portunities.

CMS

Hosts Open
Forum on Two
-Midnight Rule

claims, since the probe will be conducted on a prepayment basis.
Physician Documentation, Certification, & Authentication


In late September, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
hosted a much anticipated follow-up call to allow providers and
other interested parties to ask questions pertaining to the two
midnight provision contained in the FY14 inpatient PPS final rule,
which pertains to physician order and certification, inpatient
hospital admission, and medical review criteria.

Background CMS made changes to the rules regarding inpatient
admission order and certification in response to: 1. Tremendous
concern about increased Medicare beneficiary observation stays
(both duration and number of cases) 2. A rapid increase in the
number of recovery audit contractor (RAC) reviews involving
hospitals irate because they could not rebill Medicare and get a
status change from inpatient to outpatient for payment. 3. The
need for greater clarity around outpatient vs. inpatient and what
constitutes this patient status for payment purposes
:

"Expectation" is rooted in good medical practices.
The decision to admit must be based on the physician’s expectation of a two-midnight required hospital stay.
The entire medical record must clearly support the physician’s
decision that a two-midnight stay was necessary. Documentation
of this is critical, and must be included.
On the first day of care, if the physician is not able to determine
that the patient will need care spanning two midnights, she should
bill as observation until the next day, or until she expects that a
two-midnight stay is necessary for care.

This new regulatory framework will require some flexibility to
put into place. In spite of requests by the public to delay implementation, CMS believes is very important to move forward with
the regulations and therefore will not delay the rule. However,
CMS representatives did assure listeners that providers will be
 Time in observation, emergency department, operating room, and
other treatment areas can be counted toward the time the physigiven leeway over the next three months to adjust to these new
cian uses to reach the expectation that the patient will require
requirements. CMS will continue to monitor, evaluate, and be
hospital care spanning the course of two midnights.
open to further changes to provide even more comfort during
this period. CMS staff also noted that it would be open to longer  CMS is working on FAQs for certification and recertification.
transition periods if the data warrants such.
 The timeframe used in determining the expectation of a twoProbe & Review Period
midnight stay begins when care in the hospital begins.
From Oct. 1 through Dec. 31, 2013, Medicare auditor contractors
 If it turns out that the patient did not need a two-night hospital
(MACs) will focus their reviews on samples of one-night inpastay, this also must be clearly documented in the medical record.
tient claims; two-midnight claim reviews will not be conducted.
However, physicians should make inpatient admission decisions  Patient admission formally begins following the documentation of
the physician's order.
in accordance with the two-midnight provisions in the final rule.
These samples will consist of 10 claims for hospitals, and 25
 The practitioner's order and the physician's decision is considered,
along with other documentation in the medical record, as evidence
claims for large health systems. At the conclusion of this review
that hospital inpatient service(s) were reasonable and necessary.
period, CMS will hear back from the MACs, determine where
more clarity is needed, and decide how to proceed. RACs will not  Regarding CAHs: There is a 96-hour certification requirement. For
review claims during this 90-day period, nor will they conduct
inpatient CAH services, the physician must certify that the benefiany post-payment reviews. Also, MACs and recovery auditors
ciary may reasonably be expected to be discharged or transferred
to a hospital within 96 hours after admission to the CAH.
will not review any critical access hospital (CAH) claims during
this period. However, comprehensive error rate testing reviews CMS cautioned that the circumstances of certain cases may vary,
and fraud and abuse investigations will continue. Should the
and will each have to be addressed individually. Therefore, it
MACs suspect any incidents of "gaming," those claims will be
was impossible to address every case on a national call.
subject to review. Hospitals can rebill denied inpatient admission

2013-2014 OFFICERS
President
Richard Byerly, CPA
Byerly & Associates
President-Elect
Susan Cornejo
Providence Hospital
Secretary
Jill Burton
AIM Healthcare/OptumInsight
Treasurer
Jeannie Eddins, CPA
East Alabama Medical Center

CPAR
Register online today!
You must register online.
Fees
Total fee: $50.00
Fees must be paid in full at the time of registration.
If a Hospital or other Healthcare Provider will be making payment on behalf of their Employees; during registration process, select pay at the event.
CPAR Exam Policy

Craig Tolbert

To sit for the CPAR Exam, you must attend one (1) coaching
session. When registering, you are required to select one (1)
coaching location date and time, one (1) test site location
date and time. For testing, there may be two options on the
same date due to limited seating.

Dixon Hughes Goodman

CPAR TESTING ONLINE IS NOW AVAILABLE!

Vincent Bonetti

If you have any questions, please contact Tavie Bender @
205-599-3006 or via email @ tavie_bender@chs.net.

2013-2014 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Immediate Past President

HH Health System
Stephanie Martin
Valleycare Health System
Libby Bailey, CPA
Callahan Eye Foundation Hospital
Kim Shrewsbury, CPA
Tatum Healthcare Consulting
Jennifer Kingry
St. Vincent’s Health System
Kathy Nelson, CPA
Marshall Medical Center

Become a CHFP.
For more information
contact
Jana Williams
Jana.williams2@stvhs.com

2013-2014 COMMITTEE CHAIRS
SPONSORSHIP COMMITTEE
Anna Arnold anna.arnold@arserv.com
EXHIBITORS / ANNUAL
cpar
Jeff Burkhardt jburkhar@uab.edu
EXHIBITORS / FALL
Anna Arnold anna.arnold@arserv.com
FINANCE CHAIR
Eric Jeffries Eric.Jeffries@BHSALA.com
REGISTRATION CHAIR
Samantha Gentry sgentry@medcoservices.com
Leadership
TECHNOLOGY CHAIR
Team
Philip Grice Phillip.Grice@warrenaverett.com
SOCIAL MEDIA CHAIR
Jerry Smith jerrysmith4@me.com
MEMBERSHIP CHAIR
Christopher Allen callen@amsher.com
PROJECTS/VOLUNTEERS CHAIR
Erica Stewart erica.stewart@aocsolutions.com
PUBLICATIONS-NEWSLETTER CHAIR
Chad Preston cpreston@avectushealth.com
Jay Lindsey jay.lindsey@ssigroup.com
CERTIFICATION CHAIR
Jana Williams Jana.Williams2@stvhs.com
PFS FORUM CHAIR
Karen Dillard kdillard@healthcarepayment.com
CPAR Chair
Tavie Bender Tavie.Bender@trinitymedicalonline.com
CFO Forum Chair
Craig Tolbert Craig.Tolbert@dhgllp.com
Compliance Forum Chair
Traci Collins tracic@alhnet.org

VP One Day Program - Mid State
Wanda James wjames@baptistfirst.org
VP One Day Program - North
Brandy Simpson brandy.simpson@hhsys.org
VP One Day Program - South
Anna Arnold anna.arnold@arserv.com
LINK representative - Chair
Vincent Bonetti vincent.bonetti@hhsys.org
YERGER / Scholarship Chair
Kim Shrewsbury kshrewsbury@bellsouth.net

Volunteer Spotlight
With nearly 15 years of experience in healthcare technology,
Jay Lindsey brings both innovative and valuable revenue cycle financial knowledge of healthcare to the table. In his current role as Senior Revenue Cycle Analyst for The SSI Group,
Inc. in Mobile, Ala., Jay is able to utilize his creative energy to
advance the field of contract management, his specialty for
the last eight years. Lindsey has experience in modeling,
forecasting and consulting and particularly enjoys the role he
plays in helping facilities identify underpayments and develop a plan of attack to overcome revenue cycle challenges. A
former U.S. Marine, Jay holds a B.S. from the University of
West Alabama, a CRCR certification from HFMA and is working towards a Masters in history, as a side hobby. Jay currently is also working on his MCTS certification from HFMA,
and plans on achieving his ultimate goal of FHFMA in the
near future.
Thank you ,Jay for your volunteer time and your service to
our country.

SNAP SHOT
A glimpse of the Mobile One Day Presentations

Topics covered:
ICD-10, Affordable
Care Act,

Visit
www.alabamahfma.org
for upcoming seminars

WHY ONE DAY?
Earn CPEs
Network
Learn

Organization

Happy Thanksgiving from our family to yours.

www.alabamahfma.org

We are thankful for a strong membership, our
financial sponsors and the many ways we
connect. Here’s to a prosperous 2014.

What do you want to see in the newsletter?
Send comments, article suggestions and
photos to Chad Preston:
cpreston@avectushealth.com

7th Annual AAHIM/HFMA Symposium
The 7th Annual AAHIM
HFMA Symposium - Behind
the 8 Ball is coming up on
December 13 at Vestavia
Hills Country Club.
Changes continue! Be proactive, don't get caught behind the 8-ball! Registration

We would like to
thank our Sponsors for
this event:
MedScribe
Craneware
Register NOW

Healthport

Fee: $50

MedManagement

Registration Closes: 12-92013 Cancellations prior to
12-9-2013 will be refunded
the registration fee minus a
$25 processing fee. No refunds will be made after 129-2013

Emdeon
Chamberlain Edmonds an Emdeon Company
Earn 6 CE hours for
AAHIM; 6.8 CE hours for
RNs; 8 CE hours for CPAs

SSI
RevPoint

